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Housing the urban poor in Turkey 1 

The purpose of this project, carried out under the auspices ofUNCHS (Habitat), 

was to devise feasible methods for housing Turkey's poor urban households. 

In the identification of a target population, higher-income households, 

owner-occupiers, and voluntary tenants were deliberately kept outside the 

scope of this study. It appeared that tenants living in squatter-stock repre

sented the most appropriate section of society, as they are in real need of 

housing and have prohibitively low incomes. Furthermore, this group 

seemed to be severely constrained in terms of options, and left at a net 

disadvantage in the face of existing housing policies. 

Today, these policies still operate today in two main directions. The funds 

of the Housing Development Administration provide, to a large extent, the 

practical means of home ownership for middle- and higher-income house

holds, as blatantly expressed in the Administration's adopted slogan, "For 

the Happy Majority!" Almost all policies directed to squatter settlements, 

on the other hand, help to improve the relative welfare of the "squat-own

ers" Not exempted from this principle are the legislative acts of the early 

1980s, authorising squatter settlements, issuing deeds, and allowing indi-
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vidual or collective investments for their upgrading, resulting in the evic

tion of tenants from this stock of dwellings. 

Analyses of tenant households inhabiting squatter settlements as a group 

proved several points. Tenant households constitute more than a quarter of 

the total population living in squatter settlements Strong inclinations for 

home ownership are observed in this group, while voluntary tenancy is un

known. 15% to 30% of average monthly income is spent on housing expen

ditures. Tenants in squatter settlements live in more adverse physical condi

tions, and are under relatively greater economic burdens with reference to 

housing, when compared both to non-tenants in the squatter stock, and other 

tenants occupying the rest of the housing stock. 

Having determined the target population, choices concerning financing, or

ganisation, appropriation, and physical planning and design were then in

vestigated. The basic criterion for the feasibility of a method of the provi

sion of low-income housing is that such a project should neither turn into a 

free subsidisation scheme, nor evolve into a lucrative business. As a general 

strategy, therefore, all costs must be recuperated in the long run. If produc

tion is to be handed over to the private sector, profits are justified so long as 

they represent no more than the likely costs of resources and organisational 

efforts to be incurred, in the case of public authorities undertaking a similar task. 

It is this overall rule, as well as the perception of potentials available in the 

country, and an evaluation of alternatives in the organisation and physical 

planning of low-cost housing development, that have led us to propose a 

specific type of construction for the purposes of this project. 

Options were first clarified regarding the type of eventual ownership or the 

method of acquisition of property, the degree of reliance on self-help meth

ods (i.e., labour substitution for capital), and the arrangements for house

hold participation. Then, an investigation of the problems of scale, location, 

and density in housing layouts was undertaken; the choices for these factors 

may be expressed in a set of principles leading to design: 



1. The delivery of lowest-standard dwelling units to satisfy the minimum 

requirements of habitation is based on reasonable assumptions concerning 

the behavioural tendencies oflower-income households in Turkey. This is 

because most research reveals that, independent of income, rates of altera

tions after acquisition are unnecessarily high Significant economies are 

safeguarded, again, if such base units allow the possibility of physical ex

pansion and provide further investment opportunities based on a long-term 

savings programme for the households, as well as facilitating and imple

menting self-help methods for their improvement after delivery. 

A clear-minded concern to ultimately achieve high quality and permanence 

in the housing environment will have to make the most of tendencies for 

property ownership. An appropriate choice of ownership could provide a 

powerful incentive for household investment, as well as a rigorous control 

mechanism for physical development The flat-ownership system as 

practiced in Turkey could provide a convenient case in point on both ac

counts 2 Observations in even the lowest-income household groups indi

cate that the choice for ownership and residency is un-challengeable. On 

the other hand, individual speculative behaviour is inevitable within the 

context of market relations This has especially been the experience of all 

previous low-cost, core-housing (and sites and services) projects in Tur

key, which allocated separate parcels to individual owners The means of 

control always fell short of the objectives declared; unauthorised construc

tion ventures, aiming to exploit the full surface of parcels and the con

struction of blocks of several storeys, could not be curbed. Yet, anarchy in 

the built environment could be avoided, to a wide extent, if land is held 

under joint or common ownership, and if management is under collective 

authority, as in the case of the flat ownership system, which provides a 

measure of self-control to prevent individuals from going astray, and stops 

other forms of further speculation 

2. Development at higher densities is a necessity for the minimisation of 

costs of land and infrastructure. Even if land and technical infrastructures 

are provided gratis, the feasibility analysis of any project has to impute 
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their costs These costs will vary according to the chosen building forms 

and the physical arrangements, particularly between the alternatives oflow

rise and high-rise developments The highest densities attainable in the 

case of individual dwellings per parcel are 60-70 units per hectare gross 

(90-100 units per hectare nett; 450-500 persons per hectare nett). The 

provision of dwellings in four-to-five storey buildings raises these figures 

to 90-100 units per hectare gross (140-180 units per hectare net; 900-1000 

persons per hectare net). High-rise constructions not only minimise the 

total costs of individual dwelling units in absolute terms, but the share of 

land and infrastructure costs per dwelling is also drastically reduced (ap

proximately from 30-40%, to 8-10%), even if, in absolute terms, the total 

costs per dwelling are assumed constant in either case. 

3. Low-cost, low-density housing, or sites and services projects are often 

restricted to remote locations on urban fringes with the intention of reduc

ing land costs. This levies a very high burden on the budgets of low

income families, and could lead them to live in desperate, socially deprived 

environments In the case of squatter-tenants, for instance, transportation 

costs may prove significantly higher than the expenditures involved in being 

housed in more central areas, or than in their previous tenancy status. The 

trade-off between home ownership and higher day-to-day expenditures may 

not be readily perceived in the early stages of participation in such proj ects, 

trapping households and lowering morale. Higher-density development, 

on the other hand, can afford to exploit more valuable land and utilise a 

variety of urban locations, closer to major transport axes and more central 

facilties. Under current conditions in the metropolitan areas of Turkey, 

economies related to relative location may prove of greater relevance for 

such projects than marginal increases in initial investments. 

4. Another policy often promoted in the production of low-cost housing 

recommends more tolerant environmental standards In this approach, con

straints specified within existing building regulations can be overridden if 

further economies are maintained Thus, for instance, rooms and dwelling 

sizes could be reduced to a lower level than those prescribed in the regula-



tions, or buildings could be erected higher than five floors, without neces

sarily installing elevators However, this method is commendable so long 

as opportunities for future upgrading and improvement of standards face 

no impediments, and such options are kept at hand without any loss in 

initial investment during the compensatory operation. In this sense, high

rise construction, governed by a group of interested parties under the f1at

ownership regime, could more readily serve a policy of maximising scarce 

resources, since redundancy or loss of prior investments in this type of 

development is a far more crucial concern 

The above-stated policies all aim to incorporate the economies offered by 

high-rise construction forms that allow and accommodate core-units The 

problem lies, however, in devising the ways and means of expanding these 

core-units in time, in relation to the saving capacity of households. No 

precedent for the type of physical expansion as envisaged here is readily 

available in the Turkish experience, nor, for that matter, in the world lit

erature, as of 1984. For this reason, a comprehensive development and 

design proj ect stands as a promising line of technical research. 

The annexation of new high-rise blocks is proposed, in order to provide 

extra floor space for the newly-constructed core-units. Such extension 

blocks may obviously take a variety of forms. Whatever combination is 

devised, high-rise solutions to the problem of provision of low-cost hous

ing are likely to have greater advantages in Turkey, especially when com

pared to schemes of low-rise construction that traditionally allocate sepa

rate dwellings to individual parcels 

Independent of tenancy status, households occupying high-rise, multi-dwell

ing buildings represent the most pervasive sector among residential modes of 

life. For almost all households in urban communities in Turkey, living in this 

form of housing is identified with comfort and modernity, and with fulfilling 

their hopes and expectations This mentality has been made evident in a number 

of surveys. It is only oflate that the highest-income household groups could 

opt for new life-experiences in suburban low-rise housing 
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Production of high-rise blocks in Turkey has not only been an exten

sive practice within the building market, but also prepared the way for the 

enactment of a specially-tailored, flat-ownership law in 1965. The law 

provides for enforcement of the co-operation of a group of parties in their 

joint enterprise. Conditions of co-operation are specified in detail for the 

different stages of development, to cover the preparations, construction, 

and the use and self-management stages after occupation The 1983 amend

ments to this law provided, furthermore, the necessary tools for physical 

re-arrangements between adjacent dwelling units in a block, as envisaged 

here in our proposal to extend the initial core-units into new physical con

figurations. The familiarity of operating within the confines of a specific 

legal framework and a set of social codes paves the way to extend methods 

of monitoring co-operation and participation processes in design, produc

tion, and management of housing, and distinguishes the viability of the 

current proposal from others. The timing of future annexations and sav

ings programmes will all be collectively determined by means of special 

servitudes, and registered in the cadastral offices. 

The proposition of expandable core-units in high-rise blocks offers a new 

perspective on the assessment of current debates concerning the feasibility 

of producing small dwelling-units. Owing to the temporarily distributed 

nature of costs and the relatively higher level of economies achieved, this 

form of production will be better tuned to the capacities oflow-income house

hold budgets, and will be eligible for its finances in full, rather than partial, 

support through the Housing Development Administration 

Economies achieved in the production of core-units in high-rise hous

ing stock could respond to a variety of demands, other than those of the 

urban poor, in the market The expansion of the younger-age group in 

Turkey leads to an increased proportion of small-sized households, prob

ably with a stronger inclination to postpone having children. Such house

holds in urban areas are also on the rise again for reasons other than demo

graphic processes. Households of three persons or less constituted 35% of 

the total urban household population in 1990, and have been persistently 



on the rise over the long-term. A net deficit of 1.5 million small-sized 

dwellings since 1985, on the other hand, is also in the increase3 
• The wide 

spectrum of demands could, therefore, provoke the production of core-units, 

and serve the extraction and transfer of further capital from the house

hold sector into the production sphere, generating a still more favourable 

range of economic advantages for the urban poor 

Further economies will be secured by the design of repetitive and com

pact core-units in high-rise blocks, the production of which will now, ex

tensively and most appropriately, be undertaken by industrial construc

tion, exploiting techniques of prefabrication Two types of economies are 

likely to overlap here· component costs will be minimised due to mass 

production for the large market generated, and the actual period of pro

duction will be reduced for any construction, thus maintaining faster ap

propriation of returns to investments made. 

Industrialised production of building components, designed especially 

to promote self-help methods in construction, will present a bonus to the 

economies achieved by high-rise development. Many of the appropriately 

designed products, (like partitions, flooring, modular systems, etc.), would 

also provide the opportunity for households to synchronise their budgets 

with improvement programmes and to select the alternative configuration 

best suited to their own needs. 

Labour substitution is a feature of such a low-cost housing project, and 

could imply overlapping economies again, in that components may be de

signed to involve and capitalise on even the marginal capacities of un

trained and less-skilled households. Furthermore, the relatively higher 

safety and durability standards of such components would mean longer 

use at reduced risk. 

In the high-rise alternative, especially in the case of industrialised pro

duction, the immediate housing environment, (with its layout, infrastruc

ture, common spaces, landscape, building forms and elevations, compo-
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nents, materials and detailing, etc ), will be designed and maintained un

der full professional control, as compared to the anarchic attempts and 

consequent environments witnessed in the low-rise schemes, where devel

opment is fuelled by the manipulative power of individual speculation. In 

the case of the high-rise alternative, the quality of the housing environ

ment will directly contribute to the value of property and, thereby, to the 

wealth of the owner-households. 

In the case of high-rise development, it is possible to begin with mod

est standards and retain full control during the process of improvement, 

allowing the maximisation of previous investment, and wasting no re-

sources 

Keeping land under the control of common ownership is a multi-fac

eted strategy, and a panacea, perhaps in the long-run, for many of the ur

ban problems related to quality in housing environments. 

A staged building process, with expandable core-units in high-rise blocks, 

also offers a challenging academic research area for the generation and 

development of innovative design, the enrichment of architectural vocabu

lary, and the testing of new methods of production and use, one that is 

worth exploring 
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